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Introduction
● Biomedical and clinical records are difficult 

for researchers without domain expertise 
to interpret

●  Some annotation tasks can still be done 
by laypeople (ex: POS tagging), but more 
complex analysis can't 

●  Ex: interpreting patient status, extracting 
complex temporal relations

● Hiring doctors or R.N.s as consultants is 
expensive, especially for complex tasks  



  

Introduction

● Use light annotation schemes to encode 
expert-level information

● Under-specified tags
● Easy to apply to texts
● Require minimum training to create 

annotations
● Encode domain expert knowledge



  

Light annotation tasks

● Have been used before, but no guidelines 
exist for creating them

● Need to be:
●  Compliant with existing annotation 

guidelines and standards
●  Able to be augmented with other 

annotations
●  Easy to complete



  

Related work

● 2007 i2b2 smoking status identification 
challenge (Uzuner et al. 2007)

●  Automated Retrieval Console (ARC) 
(D'Avolio et al. 2011)

● Single-facet annotation of GENIA (Kim et 
al., 2008)

●  Wilbur et al. (2006): five aspects of 
scientific papers useful for text mining



  

Annotation guidelines and standards

● Leech's seven maxims for linguistic 
annotation (1993)

●  Annotation and corpus should be 
separable, scheme, guidelines 
annotators, and all other relevant 
information should be available to the 
users of the corpus, annotation should be 
theory neutral

●  LAF and GrAF – ISO annotation standards 



  

MATTER cycle

● Development cycle for tasks involving 
annotation and machine learning

● Represents a general methodology for 
creating all types of annotation tasks

● Model, Annotate, Train, Test, Evaluate, 
Revise (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012)



  

Annotation Development Cycle - 
MATTER



  

MAMA cycle – Model, Annotate, 
Model, Annotate

● “Babbling” phase of annotation

● Phase of project where corpus, tags, 
annotators and guidelines are experimented 
with and decided on



  

Development of Annotation



  

“Traditional” annotation tasks

● A single model represents all necessary 
information in the corpus

●  While tasks can be split into layers or 
facets in order to ease what is being 
requested of the annotators at any given 
time, eventually all relevant facets are 
annotated

● This is not always a feasible system for 
expert-level tasks



  

Light annotation – i2b2 smoking 
status

● Good example of a light annotation task:
● Single-label classification task

● Not a simple classification task; required 
medical knowledge to complete

● Classifications provided necessary 
information for challenge participants, but 
didn't tell the whole story

● Challenge participants made use of other 
features of the data, such as POS tags, 
negation detection, chunking, etc.



  

Smoking status

● Annotation was done by medical 
professionals (pulmonologists);
● Used only 5 categories (Past Smoker, 
Current Smoker, Non-Smoker, Smoker and 
Unknown)
● The categories used were based on current 
medical standards.  
● Information about both textual and intuitive 
classifications were collected



  

Light annotation for biomed/clinical – 
general guidelines

● The annotations are performed by experts in 
the field;
● The task is divided into as few classification 
questions as possible;
● The classifications used in the model are 
based on current best standards;
● Annotation should be evidence-based;
● The annotations should be applied to the 
largest relevant section of the text
● Task can be augmented with other 
annotations



  

Experts

● Answering domain-specific questions about 
domain-specific data needs to be done by... 
domain-specific annotators

●  Undergrads aren't qualified to diagnose 
diseases

●  Departure from tasks like POS tagging, 
trees, and coreference where experts 
and annotators perform roughly the 
same



  

Minimal classifications

● Fewer tag and attribute classes mean faster 
(and probably more accurate) annotations

● Similar to single-facet annotation in 
approach, but overall annotation goal for 
domain experts is made smaller, not just 
broken into steps



  

Current medical theories

● Not just saying annotations should avoid 
being unscientific: medical knowledge should 
take precedent over linguistic theories if they 
should conflict

● Annotation will be harder if domain-expert 
annotators need to both use and override 
their own expertise at the same time



  

Evidence-based annotations

● I2b2 smoking status asked annotators to 
label documents both on what's in the text, 
and based on their intuitions

●  Agreement was significantly higher on the 
text-based annotations than the intuition-
based ones

●  Until we can agree on whose intuition is 
correct and train algorithms on that, it's 
better to stick to what's in th record

● “text-bound annotation” (Kim et al., Tsujii)



  

Document-, sentence-, or phrase-
level annotations

● Goes together with simpler and fewer 
classifications and tags requirement

● Asking an annotator to highlight a relevant 
sentence or phrase will be easier than 
trying to have them identify the heads of 
noun phrases or other parts of linguistic 
structure

●  Less restrictive rules about tag placement 
mean the annotations can be done more 
quickly



  

No conflict with additional 
annotations

● Standoff annotations mean that if more tags 
are applied later, there won't be ugly 
problems with XML validity when tag extents 
overlap in non-valid ways
● Doesn't directly affect annotators, but it 

could mean fewer turns through the 
MATTER cycle if you end up with 
something that needs to be fixed.



  

General observations

● Light annotations aren't meant to create the 
entire Model that will be used for algorithm 
training and testing

●  Instead, they provide a top-level expert 
assessment of a document, which can 
then be used to help identify features for 
other annotation and ML projects

●  Light annotations tasks can be stand-alone 
MAMA projects, but also fit into a larger 
implementation of the MATTER cycle



  

Case study – patient selection

● Task: identify patients who meet case-
control study selection criteria:

● General criterion 1: must be under 55 
years old at time of admission

● General criterion 2: must have diabetes
● Case criterion 1: must have had a cardiac 

event within 2 years of admission date
● Control criterion 1: no history of cardiac 

events
(Criteria for case-control matching were also 
identified, but won't be discussed here)



  

Initial plan: first Model

● Lots of information would be needed to 
teach an algorithm to recognize these 
attributes, so we decided to use the CLEF 
annotation scheme (Roberts et al., 2008)

●  CLEF has two extent tags (Entities and 
Signals) and two link tags (Coreference 
and Relationships)

●  Each tag has subcategories
● Ex: entities has Condition, Intervention, 

Investigation, Result, Drug or Device, 
and Locus



  

Initial plan: first Annotation

● Sample set of documents given to 
annotator (an R.N.), only entities were 
annotated

●  Much confusion over when to apply what 
tags, especially regarding differences 
between ‘condition’ and ‘result’; 
'intervention’ and ‘investigation

●  CLEF corpus is not available for 
download to help clear up ambiguities



  

Initial plan: first evaluation

● Annotation cost was too high: annotating 
only the entities still took multiple hours per 
document when done by a professional

●  Budget couldn't support doing the entire 
CLEF annotation with multiple expert 
annotators

●  Non-expert annotators couldn't understand 
the documents



  

Initial plan: revision

● Annotation task split into two: experts would 
make decision about each patient with regard 
to all the criteria, rest of information would be 
added later, as needed
● Led to development of light annotation task



  

Light annotation: Model

● three extent tags used to identify sections of 
text relevant to each criterion 
(selection_criterion, matching_criterion, 
modifier), and one linking tag used to 
associate different extents criterion and 
modifier extents (modifies)
● selection_criterion tag had an attribute 
indicating whether that extent meant the 
criterion was met or not met



  

Light annotation: example

 “father with DMII”:

<Selection_criterion id="SC16" text="DMII" 
criterion="diabetes" meets="NO" />

<Modifier id="M2" text="father" />

<Modifies id="ML26" from="M2" to="SC16"/>



  

Light annotation: annotation

● Two annotators were asked to apply the 
model and guidelines to a set of 100 
documents (discharge summaries from 
MIMIC II clinical database)

● Annotators did not have to classify the 
patient in the document as case or control, 
just label text related to the identified criteria



  

Light annotation: evaluation
● Both annotators found this model and 
guidelines easier to used than CLEF
● On average, 3.72 documents were 
annotated per hour by each annotator

●  Extrapolating from the time/money used 
during the first annotation, the actual cost 
of the light annotation project was roughly 
90% less than the projected cost of the 
CLEF annotation

●  IAA: Cohen's kappa .505; needs work, but 
not bad for only the second set of 
guidelines



  

Conclusions
● Light annotation tasks provide a way for 
non-expert researchers to gain expert insight 
into biomedical and clinical documents 
● Light annotation tasks have been used 
successfully in the past, and by applying  
guidelines for creating such tasks, they can 
continue to be used effectively
● Light annotation tasks can be used in 
conjunction with the MATTER cycle, as well 
as other approaches to annotation, such as 
single-facet, or accelerated annotation 
(Tsuruoka et al., 2008)
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